Manual
Notice
Anleitung

Manual Passion Spas owners
Congratulations with your purchase of the Passion Spa. We wish you many pleasant and
relaxing moments with it.
Passion Spas made her spas so that you can enjoy the use of them outdoors throughout the
year, no matter if it freezes, rains or is sunny. To guarantee many years of use without difficulties,
we recommend that you to read the accompanying manual thoroughly before using the spa.
If you have any questions afterwards, please do not hesitate to contact us.
Team Passion Spas, Uddel
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1. Important safety instructions
To prevent electric shock
• Place the electric socket at least 1.5 metres away from the spa.
• Never place any electric appliances, such as a radio, light, television or phone
closer to the spa than 1.5 metres.
• Never place the spa underneath overhead power lines.
• Make sure the spa is plugged in to a separate grounded power system, which is secured
sufficiently with a reliant ground fault protection and meets the national installation requirements.
Always let a certified electrician check or carry out the installation.
• Place the spa at least 1.5 metres away from metal surfaces.

To guarantee the safety of children
• It is your responsibility to make sure children and other people are safe in the spa.
• Children should only use the spa under the supervision of an adult.
• To prevent accidents and drowning, it should always be prevented that children use the spa 		
without supervision.
• A lower water temperature is recommended for small children, because they are extra sensitive
to warm water. Test the temperature with a thermometer before letting any children into the spa.
By doing this, you can be sure that the water temperature is comfortable for them.
• Make sure that the spa is completely covered after use and the lockable fencing is closed in
the interest of the children’s safety. Do not let children climb on top of the spa cover.
• Warn children about the possible slipperiness of the wet floor and tell them to pay close
attention when getting in and out of the spa.
• Do not let children handle any electrical appliances, extension cords, lights etc. within 5 metres
around the spa.
• Do not attempt to make any adjustments to the spa without receiving written consultation
on the matter.
Close the cover of the spa with a seal
to guarantee children’s safety.
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Preventing injuries
• Do not use any glass or other breakable materials in or about the spa. Purchase plastic cups to
keep things safe and fun.
• Do not remove any parts of the spa, especially the spa drain. Do not use the spa when the
cover of this drain is removed or damaged and contact your Passion spa dealer for advice.
The suction of the drain can cause serious injuries.
• The water temperature of your spa should never be more than 40°C. A temperature between
37°C en 40°C is a safe temperature for healthy adults. A lower temperature is advisable for
children and for a use longer than 10 minutes.
• Check the temperature of the water with a good thermometer before getting into the spa,
since the measuring device in the control system may deviate. Test the water with your hand
to see if it is comfortable.
• Pregnant women should be careful and seek advice from a physician before getting into the spa,
because temperatures above 37°C could be harmful in certain stages of the pregnancy.
• The use of drugs, alcohol or medication before or during the use of the spa could lead to
unconsciousness and possible drowning.
• Obese people, people with heart problems, low or high blood pressure, diabetes, or other
circulatory problems should consult a physician before using the spa.
• Do not use the spa immediately after strenuous exertion.
• People with wounds or external infections should not use the spa. Warm water can stimulate
the growth of infected bacteria if the spa is not sufficiently disinfected and the chemical balance
is not maintained properly.
• Only use the spa for a reasonable time. Long exposure to high temperatures can lead to a high
body temperature, which can lead to dizziness, nausea, drowsiness, unconsciousness, reduced
awareness and an inability to get out of the spa. These effects could lead to possible drowning.
• Always get in and out of the spa carefully.
• Maintain the surroundings of the spa and make sure there is a good drainage to prevent
slippery surfaces and related possible injuries.
• It is very important to maintain the water chemistry, even when you are not using the spa.
Ask your dealer for the most suitable maintenance program for your spa.
• Do not use the spa by yourself.
• Cover the spa with the hard cover when the spa is not being used.
• Do not jump or dive into the spa.
• Pay attention to the maximum number of people that your spa can hold. Crossing the maximum
weight limit could damage the spa’s construction and change the chemical balance of the water.
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2. Installation of the spa
• Place the spa on a flat and stable surface.
• Make sure the surface can hold the full weight of the spa, including the people using it.
• Structural damage to the spa as a result of an incorrect installation will make the manufacturer’s
warranty void.
• Make sure that you install the spa and equipment in such a manner that there will be no
problem for the discharge of water.
• Make sure that all panels and electric components remain free for service and maintenance
of the spa.
• If you would like to place your spa on a roof terrace or patio, please consult a building expert
about the surface’s capacity. Without consultation, the surface could collapse, which could result
in injuries, damage to the surroundings and the accompanying high costs.
• When installing a spa inside the house, make sure there are enough means of water discharge
around your spa. Also apply good anti-slip tiles and install a good ventilation system.
Consult your Passion Spas dealer for more information.
After you have installed your spa, it should be filled up with tap water.
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3. Setting up the spa
Filling up your spa
You unpacked your new spa and checked thoroughly for possible damages. (Warn your dealer immediately before installation of the spa if it has been damaged by transport.) You placed your spa
on the ideal location and met all the installation requirements. A certified electrician connected your
electricity.
Your Passion spa has been tested thoroughly for an optimal reliability and to guarantee a long-term
customer satisfaction. Remove the remaining water that may still be in the pipes after factory testing from the spa. Make sure that the spa is completely clean before filling it up.
• Always fill up the spa with tap water (drinking water) through the skimmer.
• Let the garden hose run for a minute before filling up the spa to prevent bacteria from the
water pipe and garden hose to get into your Passion spa.
• Do not fill up the spa with water with a higher temperature than 40° C. This could cause an
error in the high limit thermostat when turning on the spa.
• Fill up the spa when it is disconnected from electricity, use tap water and a hose.
• Switch on the tap and wait until the water level reaches ‘Water Level’. The term ‘Water Level’ is
marked in the middle of the skimmer (see drawing). This could take some time, depending on
your water pressure.
• When the water reaches “Water Level” (water level), turn off the tap and remove the hose
(exceeding the maximum water level could result to flooding of the spa).
• When operating the panels for the first time, check inside the machine area for leaks
(something could have come loose during transport) and close the panels again.

Operating the spa
You have met all the requirements to start the operating procedure.
• Check if all the jets are fully opened (see photo. The jets are closed clockwise).
• Check if the filter cartridges are installed (see photos)
Pull the skimmer cover upwards to remove it.
Remove the filter holder by pulling it forward from the drawer.
You can fix the filter by
turning it clockwise.
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• Switch on the electricity of the spa. Do not do this before the bath is filled up to ‘Water Level’, 		
which is indicated on the skimmer.
• The pump starts in basic mode and blows all the air out of the system.
It is possible that there is an air bubble inside the system. You will notice this because all, or a
few, jets are not streaming properly. Let some of the water flow out of the drain if this is the case.
• Your dealer gave you a starters’ maintenance kit, with which you can treat the water in your spa
for use. Follow the instructions carefully, use a first dose and continue to set the control system.
• Follow the information in the control panel manual, depending on the type of control system
that you have. See Chapter 4.
• Turn off the air controls (see photo, open counter clockwise) after you have set the control
system to your satisfaction and place the cover onto your spa so that it can be warmed up to
the utmost.
Your spa is now being warmed up and filtered. 				

Air Control

Note: The time that it takes for the spa to warm up will be longer and the heating costs will be higher if you do not switch off the Air Controls or use the cover.

Airlocks
If you have emptied and refilled your spa and the pump comes on but there is no water movement
in your spa, the spa is probably suffering from an air lock. To get the air out of your pump, turn the
spa off and find the filtration pump, which is situated inside the spa cabinet. Locate the pipe which
goes into the top of the pump. This has a large nut, which is called the barrel union. Undo anticlockwise until you hear the air escape. When the water comes out, re-tighten. This should fix the
airlock. Sometimes you have to start the pump again to remove the air. To prevent this from happening, always fill the spa through the filter box.
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4. Control panel instructions

Your spa will enter Priming Mode ( ) when it is energized. During Priming Mode, press “Jets”
button(s) repeatedly and be sure all pumps are free of air. Priming Mode lasts less than
5 minutes. Press “Warm” or “Cool” to exit. After Priming Mode, the spa will run in Standard Mode
(see Mode/Prog section).
The pump responsible for heating and filtration (pump 1 low-speed on non-circ system, or the
circ pump on circ systems) will be referred to simply as the pump. In multi-button sequences, if the
buttons are pressed too quickly in the sequence, they may not register.
Temp Control (80°F - 104°F / 26.0°C - 40.0°C)
The last measured water temperature is constantly displayed. The water temperature displayed
is current only when the pump has been running for at least 2 minutes. To display the set
temperature, press “Warm” or “Cool” once. To change the set temp, press a temp button again
before the display stops flashing. After three seconds, the display will stop flashing and begin to
display the current spa temperature.
Jets 1
Press “Jets 1” to turn pump 1 on or off, and to shift between low and high speeds (if equipped). The
low-speed will turn off after 4 hours. High-speed will turn off after 15 minutes. Low-speed may run
automatically at times, during which it cannot be deactivated from the panel, but high-speed may
be operated.
Jets 2/Jets 3/Blower (If equipped)
Press the corresponding button once to turn the device on or off. The device will turn off after 15
minutes. Pump 2 may be two-speed on some systems. If the panel has a button with 2 devices
assigned to it, like Pump 2 and Pump 3, press the button repeatedly to step through the various
combinations of On and Off for both devices.
Light
Press “Light” to operate the spa light. Turns off after 4 hours. Setting the Time of Day When the spa
is first powered up, the words SET TIME will flash on the display. Press “Time,” then “Mode/Prog,”
then “Warm” or “Cool.” The time will begin changing in one-minute increments. Press “Warm” or
“Cool” to stop the time from changing. Press “Time” to confirm.
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Mode/Prog
Mode is changed by pressing “Warm” or “Cool,” then pressing “Mode/Prog” button. Standard Mode
maintains set temperature and the STANDARD icon will be displayed. Economy Mode heats the
spa to the set temperature only during filter cycles. will display when water temp is not current, and
will alternate with water temp when the pump is running. The ECONOMY icon will be displayed.
Sleep Mode heats the spa to within 20°F/10°C of the set temperature only during filter cycles. will
display when water temp is not current, and will alternate with current water temp when the pump
is running.
Preset Filter Cycles
The first preset filter cycle starts at 8:00 AM and ends at 10:00 AM. The second preset filter cycle
starts at 8:00 PM and ends at 10:00 PM. For non-circ systems, low-speed pump 1 and the ozone
generator (if installed) run during filtration. For 24 hour circulation systems, the circ pump and the
ozone generator (if installed) run 24 hours. In hot environments, the circ pump may turn off for 30
minute periods, except during filter cycles. For non-24 hour circulation systems, the circ pump and
ozone generator (if installed) run during filtration (and may also run automatically at other times).
At the beginning of each filter cycle all other equipment will run briefly to purge the plumbing.
Optional Filter Cycle Programming
You are not required to change the filter cycles, but if you wish to, press “Time,” “Mode/Prog,”
“Mode/Prog” within 3 seconds. SET START FILTER 1 (AM) will appear. Press “Warm” or “Cool” to
reset the filter start time. Press “Mode/Prog” to see SET STOP FILTER 1 and adjust the time with
“Warm” or “Cool” as done above. Press “Mode/Prog” to see SET START FILTER 2 (PM) and proceed as above. Press “Mode/Prog” to see SET STOP FILTER 2 and proceed as above. Press
“Mode/Prog” to confirm.
Automatic polling (in Standard Mode only)
The pump will activate for 1 to 2 minutes to check the temperature:
- every 30 minutes
- whenever any other pump or blower is turned on
- whenever the set temperature is raised
Locking the Panel
Press “Time,” “Blower,” and “Warm” within 3 seconds. The Panel is now locked. To unlock the panel,
press the “Time,” “Blower,” and “Cool” within 2 seconds.
Locking the Temperature
Press “Warm,” “Time,” “Blower,” and “Warm” within 3 seconds. The “Warm” and “Cool” buttons are
now disabled. To unlock the temperature, press “Time,” “Blower,” and “Cool” within 2 seconds.
Note: On some systems, “Jets 1,” instead of “Blower,” is used in Lock/Unlock sequences.
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Diagnostic Messages
Message

Meaning

Action Required

No message on display.
Power has been cutt of to the spa.

The control panel will be disabled until power returns. Spa settings
will be preserved until next power up.

Temperature unknown.

After the pump has been running for 2 minutes,
the current water temperature will be disabled.

“Overheat” - The spa has shut down.
One of the sensors has detected 118˚F
approximately 47.8˚C at the heater

DO NOT ENTER THE WATER. Remove the spa cover and allow water to cool. Once the heater has cooled, reset by pushing any button.
If spa does not reset, shut off the power to the spa and call service or
your local dealer.

“Overheat” - The spa has shut down.
One of the sensors has detected 110˚F
approximately 43.3˚C at the heater.

DO NOT ENTER WATER. Remove the spa cover and allow water to
cool. Once the spa reaches 107˚F, (approximately 41.7˚C) the spa
should automatically reset.
If spa does not reset call service or your local dealer.

Spa is shut down. The sensor that
is plugged into sensor “A” Jack is
not working.

If the problem persists, contact service or your local
dealer (this may appear temporarily in an overheat
situation and disappear when the heater cools.)

Spa is shut down. The sensor that is
plugged into sensor “B” Jack is not
working.

If the problem persists, contact service or your local dealer
(this may appear temporarily in an overheat situation and
disappear when the heater cools.)

Sensors are out of balance. If this is
alternating with the temperature, it my
be a temporary condition. If the display
shows only this message (periodic blinking) the spa is shut down.

If problem persists, contact service or local dealer.

A significant difference between the
temperature sensors was detected.
This could indicate a flow problem.

Check the water level in spa. Add water if necessary. If the water
level is okay, make sure the pumps have been primed. If the problem
persists, contact your dealer or service organization.

Persistent low flow problems.
Follow actions required for HFL message. Heating capacity of
(Displays on the fifth occurrence of the
the spa will not reset automatically; you may press any button to
“HFL” message within 24 hrs.) Heater is
reset.
shut down, but other spa functions continue to run normally.
Possible inadequate water, poor flow, or
air bubbles in detected in the heater. Spa
is shut down for 15 minutes.

If water level is normal, make sure all pumps have been primed.
Press any button to reset. This message will reset within 15 minutes.
If problem persists, contact your dealer or service organization.

Inadequate water detected in heater. (Dis- Follow action required for dr message. Spa will not automatically
plays on third occurence of dr message.) reset. Press any button to reset manually.
Spa is shut down.*
No action required. All equipment will automatically activate regardless of spa status. The equipment stays on 4 minutes after the
sensors detected that the spa temperature has risen 45˚F/ 7.2˚C or
*Even when spa is shut down, some
equipment will turn on if freeze protection higher. An optional freeze sensor may be added to protect against
extraordinary freeze conditions. Auxiliary freeze sensor protection is
is needed.
advisable in colder climates. See your dealer for details
“Ice” - Potential freeze condition detected.
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VL260
Jets
Blower

Jets

Temp

Jets

Temp

Light

Light

Initial Start-up
When your spa is first actuated, it will go into Priming mode, indicated by “PR.” Please see the M-7
Installation Instruction Manual for complete instructions on Power-up and Pump Priming. The
Priming mode will last for less than 5 minutes (press “Temp” or “Set” to skip Priming Mode) and
then the spa will begin to heat the spa and maintain the water temperature in the Standard mode.
Temp/Set (80°F - 104°F / 26°C - 40°C)
The start-up temperature is set at 100F°/37°C. The last measured temperature is constantly displayed on the LCD. Note that the last measured spa temperature displayed is current only when
the pump has been running for at least 2 minutes.
To display the set temperature, press the “Temp” or “Set” pad once. To change the set temperature,
press the pad a second time before the LCD stops flashing. Each press of the “Temp” or “Set” pad
will continue to either raise or lower the set temperature.
If the opposite direction is desired, release the pad and let the display revert to the current water
temperature. Press the pad to display the set temperature, and again to make the temperature
change in the desired direction.
After three seconds, the LCD will stop flashing and display the current spa temperature.
Note: If there is not a blower on the system, an alternate panel with separate “Up” and “Down”
buttons in place of a “Set” or “Temp” button may be used. Simply press “Up” or “Down” where a
“Temp” or “Set” button press is indicated. (Ignore the “direction reversal paragraph.”)
Jets
Touch the “Jets” button once to activate the low speed of the pump and again for the high speed.
Press the “Jets” button again to turn off the pump. If left running, the low speed of the pump will
automatically turn off after 4 hours, and the high speed will automatically turn off after 15 minutes.
The low speed of the pump runs when when the blower is on. It may also activate for at least 2
minutes every 30 minutes to detect the spa temperature and then to heat to the set temperature if
needed, depending upon mode. When the low speed turns on automatically, it cannot be deactivated from the panel; however, the high speed may be started.
Blower (optional)
This button is used to turn the blower on and off. If left on, the blower automatically turns off after
15 minutes.
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Jets 2 (optional)
If your system has a pump 2 installed instead of a blower, it behaves exactly like a blower would.
Light
Press the “Light” button to turn the light on and off. If left on, the light automatically turns off after 4
hours.
Mode
Mode is changed by pressing the “Temp” or “Set” button, then pressing the “Light” button. Standard
Mode is programmed to maintain the desired temperature. Note that the last measured spa temperature displayed is current only when the pump has been running for at least 2 minutes. “St” will
be displayed momentarily when you switch into Standard Mode.
Economy Mode heats the spa to the set temperature only during filter cycles. “Ec” will display
solid when temperature is not current, and will alternate with temperature when temperature is
current.
Sleep Mode heats the spa to within 20°F/10°C of the set temperature only during filter cycles.
“SL” will display solid when temperature is not current, and will alternate with temperature when
temperature is current.
Preset Filter Cycles
The first filter cycle begins 6 minutes after the spa is energized. The second filter cycle begins 12
hours later. Filter duration is programmable for 2, 4, 6, 8 hours or for continuous filtration (indicated
by “FC”). The default filter time is 2 hours. To program, press “Temp” or “Set,” then “Jets.” Press
“Temp” or “Set” to adjust. Press “Jets” to exit programming. The blower purges for 30 seconds at
the beginning of each filter cycle. The low speed of the pump runs during filtration and the ozone
generator (if installed) will be enabled.
Freeze Protection
If the temperature sensors detect a drop to below 44°F/6.7°C within the heater, the pump
and blower will automatically activate to provide freeze protection. The equipment stays on until
4 minutes after the sensors detect that the spa temperature has risen to 45°F/7.2°C or higher.
In colder climates, an optional additional freeze sensor may be added to protect against freeze
conditions that may not be sensed by the standard sensors. Aux freeze sensor protection acts
similarly except with the temperature thresholds determined by the switch and without a 4-minute
delay in turnoff. See your dealer for details.
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Diagnostic Messages
Message

Meaning

Action Required

No message on display. Power has been
cut off to the spa.

The control panel will be disabled until power returns. Spa
settings will be preserved until next power up.

Temperature unknown.

After the pump has been running for 2 minutes, the temperature will be displayed.

“Overheat” - The spa has shut down. One DO NOT ENTER THE WATER. Remove the spa cover and
of the sensors has detected 118°F/48°C
allow water to cool. Once the heater has cooled, reset by
at the heater.
pushing any button. If spa does not reset, shut off the power
to the spa and call your dealer or service organization.
“Overheat” - The spa has shut down.
One of the sensors has detected that the
spa water is 110°F/43°C.

DO NOT ENTER THE WATER. Remove the spa cover and
allow water to cool. At 107°F/42°C, the spa should automatically reset. If spa does not reset, shut off the power to the
spa and call your dealer or service organization.

“Ice” - Potential freeze condition detected.

No action required. The pump and blower will automatically
activate regardless of spa status.

Spa is shut down. The sensor that is
plugged into the Sensor “A” jack is not
working.

If the problem persists, contact your dealer or service organization. (May appear temporarily in an overheat situation and
disappear when the heater cools.)

Spa is shut down. The sensor that is
plugged into the Sensor “B” jack is not
working.

If the problem persists, contact your dealer or service organization. (May appear temporarily in an overheat situation and
disappear when the heater cools.)

Sensors are out of balance. If alternating
with spa temperature, it may just be a
temporary condition. If flashing by itself,
spa is shut down.

If the problem persists, contact your dealer or service organization.

A significant difference between tempera- Check water level in spa. Refill if necessary. If the water
ture sensors has been detected. This
level is okay, make sure the pumps have been primed. If
could indicate a flow problem.
problem persists, contact your dealer or service organization.
Persistent low flow problems. (Displays
on the fifth occurrence of “HL” message
within 24 hours.) Heater is shut down,
but other spa functions continue to run
normally.

Follow action required for “ HL” message. Heating capability
of the spa will not reset automatically; you may press any
button to reset.

Possible inadequate water, poor flow, or
Check water level in spa. Refill if necessary. If water level
air bubbles in detected in the heater. Spa is okay, make sure the pumps have been primed. Press
is shut down for 15 minutes.
any button to reset, or this message will automatically reset
within 15 minutes. If problem persists, contact your dealer or
service organization.
Inadequate water detected in heater.
(Displays on third occurrence of “dr”
message.) Spa is shut down.

Follow action required for “dr” message. Spa will not automatically reset. Press any button to reset.

Warning! Shock Hazard! No User Serviceable Parts. Do not attempt service of this control system.
Contact your dealer or service organization for assistance. Follow all owner’s manual power connection
instructions. Installation must be performed by a licensed electrician and all grounding connections
must be properly installed.
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TP600

Initial set up
When power is connected to the spa, the spa will start in Priming Mode. Priming Mode is an automated program to start up the system. It will be displayed as following; ‘RUN’ -> ‘PMPS’ -> ‘PURG’
-> ‘AIR’ -> ‘----‘. This will be repeated for 4 to 5 minutes, after this process Priming Mode is finalized
and the spa is ready to be used.
The moment the spa is set and Priming Mode is finalized, you can adjust the spa to your liking.
You can change temperature and filtration settings. We will explain these settings in this document.
Your spa is equipped with a circulation pump, which will operate during the filtration cycles, the
heating of the water and when the massage pumps are operating. The circulation pump will be initialized and shut down automatically by the spa. During the start up process of the filtration cycle,
the circulation pump AND the massage pump will be activated to cleanse your spa. The massage
pump will be powered off automatically after about 5 to 10 minutes.
Attention! In the controls of your spa there is an automated protection for your massage pump. It
will be turned off automatically after about 15 minutes. You can however turn it back on manually.
Water temperature
Your spa has two temperature settings. With these settings you can adjust the temperature when
you use the spa frequently and when you use the spa less frequent (during holidays), to save on
energy costs.
On the display you may notice the word ‘RANGE’ with one of the following symbols:
or
.
With the symbol
you can adjust the temperature to be used with the spa. With the symbol
you can adjust the temperature for moments when the spa is not going to be used. It is very easy
to adjust the temperature by pressing the Warm
or Cool
button.
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More information to adjust temperature settings for each ‘RANGE
in the section Parameters.

’ or ‘RANGE

’ can be found

Filtration cycles
Filtration cycles can be adjusted in the display menu of your spa. There are two cycles to be
adjusted with the following adjustments:
• Start time of each filtration cycle
• Length of each cycle.
More information on adjusting these cycles can be found in the section Parameters.
Adjusting the temperature
The current temperature is displayed continuously in Standard mode. If the spa is set in Economy
or Sleep mode, the display of the temperature is switched to the selected mode, to let you know
which mode is selected. You can set the temperature by pressing the Warm
or Cool
button. By pressing one of these buttons once, the temperature is adjusted by 0,5°C. The inserted
temperature value is saved after 3 seconds automatically.
Jets 1
When pressing the Jets 1
will be shut down.

button, pump 1 will be initialized. When pressed again, the pump

Jet 2 (only applicable if your spa is equipped with 2 or 3 pumps)
Explanation for spas equipped with two pumps
When pressing the Jets 2
button, pump 2 will be initialized. If the Jets 2
pressed again, pump 2 is shut down.

button is

Explanation for spas equipped with 3 pumps:
When pressing the Jets 2
button, pump 2 is initialized. If you press this button a second time,
pump 3 will be initialized, as well as pump 2. When pressing the Jets 2
button again, pump
2 will be shut down, however 3 remains functioning. When pressing the Jets 2
again, pump 3
will be shut down as well.
Blower (only applicable for spas with a blower)
By pressing the Blower
button, the blower is initialized. By pressing the Blower
again, the blower will be shut down.

button

Light
By pressing the Light
button, the lighting will be turned on/off. You can choose between many
colors. To select the color of your liking, press the lighting button multiple times until selecting the
color you prefer. Please wait one second between each time pressing the light button. The transformer will then adjust the color automatically. The spa will turn off the lights automatically after 4 hours.
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Setting up your spa
When the spa is initialized, it is important to set it up correctly. All settings can be adjusted in the
display menu with pressing the Warm
or Cool
button and the Light
button.
With this button combination you’ll reach the first menu item: ‘TEMPERATURE’. When pressing
the Light
button, you will be directed to the next item in the menu. This menu holds the
next items:: ‘TEMPERATURE’, ‘MODE’, ‘TIME’, ‘FLIP’, ‘LOCK’, ‘HOLD’, ‘FILTER1’, ‘FILTER2’, ‘PREFERENCE’ and ‘UTILITIES’. Important to know is that whenever a menu item is adjusted, it has to
be confirmed by pressing the Light
button. The display will be directed to the start screen
(see images on the next page). If you do not press the Light button, all adjusted settings will not
be saved and the original settings will be kept. On the next page you will find an oversight with all
menu items and explanations.
Menu-items spa
Image

Description
This image shows you the start screen. By pressing the arrows you can change the
value within the range. This is not a menu item.
With this menu item you can change the Range of the spa. Whenever this image is
shown on the display, you can alter the range by pressing one of the arrow keys.
Whenever this image is shown in the display, you can alter the mode by pressing the
arrow buttons. Mode ‘READY’ or ‘REST’ can be selected. The difference is as following: in REST-mode the spa will heat only during the filtration cycles until the water
reaches its preferred temperature. In Ready mode, the spa will always heat up the
water until the preferred temperature has been reached.
With this menu item you can set the time. First you will see (‘SET’), ‘TIME’ and the
currently set time. By pressing one of the arrows you will see SET in the display corner, and you will be able to adjust the hours with the arrow buttons. Having set the
hours, press the Light
button to adjust the minutes.
Here you can Flip the screen for your ease. Press one of the arrows to flip the
screen.
In the ‘LOCK’ menu you are able to set a security. There are two settings; blocking
the temperature and blocking the display. With the blocking of the temperature, you
will only be able to adjust: ‘TEMPERATURE’, ‘FLIP’, ‘LOCK’, ‘UTIL’, ‘INFO’ and ‘FALT
LOG’ (last 3 items are not applicable). With the display blocked you will not be able
to adjust any setting. If you notice ‘LOCK’ in the display, press one of the arrows.
You’ll notice ‘TEMP’, the blocking of the temperature. Press the Light
button to
turn on the display blockage ‘PANL’. You’ll only have to press one of the arrows. You’ll
notice ‘OFF’ featured on the display. Press one of the arrows again, and you’ll notice
‘ON’ featured ion the display. To exit any security mode, hold the Warm
button,
while pressing the Light
button twice.
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With the item ‘HOLD’ you can switch off the pumps, whenever you’d like to clean
your spa or replace the filter. When pressing one of the arrow buttons, the spa will
shut off the pumps during one hour, unless you turn of this mode manually.
Here you can set the start time and duration of the filtration cycle 1 (‘FLTR1’). When
the image left is displayed, press one of the arrows. The display shows ‘BEGN’. To
set the start time, press one of the arrow buttons again. You can now set your start
time. This works the same way as setting the time. (See Time-item) The only difference is that all minutes can be adjusted by 15 minutes each press. Confirm the start
time. The display shows ‘RUN HRS’. If the start time was already entered correctly
when BEGN was displayed, one could have pressed the Light
button directly.
To set the run hours, follow the same steps as described above. When confirmed,
the display reads ‘F 1 ENDS xx:xx’, the hour the cycle stops is shown on the display.
Don’t forget to confirm the times!
Filtration cycle 2 is not initialized by default. We do however advise to turn this cycle
on. When this image is displayed on your display, press one of the arrow buttons.
The display will read ‘OFF’. To set cycle 2, press the arrow button again. The display
will read ‘ON’. When confirmed, you will be able to set the filtration cycle 2. Follow
the steps regarding setting up filtration cycle 1 to adjust these.
This menu item is adjusted en pre installed by us. No alterations are required in this
menu. If any alterations have been made which have consequences for your spa,
please inform you distributor.
This menu item is adjusted en pre installed by us. No alterations are required in this
menu. If any alterations have been made which have consequences for your spa,
please inform you distributor.
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Error codes
The display may read any of the following codes to let you know something is not right.
Image
WATR-TOO-HOT/
HTR-TOO-HOT

Description
Water is overheated. Careful! Do not enter the water. Remove the cover and let the
water cool down until the error has disappeared. A possible cause may be a too
long filtration cycle. Check the cycle times and set these again. If the error does not
disappear by itself, inform your Fonteyn Spas distributor.

HTR-FLOW-LOSS/ The sensors of the spa do not register sufficient flow. It may be that the filter is
HTR-FLOW-FAIL
blocked and too little water flows through the water pipes. Clean the filter and check
if the problem has been solved. If the error continues contact your Fonteyn Spas
distributor.
HTR-MAY-BEDRY/
HTR-DRY

The sensors of the spa do not register sufficient flow. It may be that the filter is
blocked and too little water flows through the water pipes. Clean the filter and check
if the problem has been solved. If the error continues contact your Fonteyn Spas
distributor.

SNSR-SYNC/
SNSR-A/
SNSR-B

Sensor error. One or both of the sensors has a defect. Contact your Fonteyn Spas
distributor.
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TP800
Exit

Jets 1

Jets 2

Jets 3

Circ

Priming Mode

Start Up
When power is switched on to supply power, a logo screen will appear on the display.
If no button is pressed, a LINK message will appear. Press any button to link the panel with the
system. Soon after power-up, the spa will enter Priming Mode and the Spa Screen will appear. Navigate to the Jets Buttons by using the
Up,
Down,
Left, and
Right Buttons. When a
particular Jet button is highlighted, press
Select to turn that pump on and off, verifying that
all air is purged from the plumbing, particularly the plumbing associated with the heater (Heater
Pump). If the spa uses a circulation pump, the Circ Button
can be used to manually turn the
Circ Pump on and off during Priming Mode only. Priming Mode will end automatically in 4 minutes.
Selecting the Exit Button
will exit Priming Mode manually and the Main Screen will be displayed. When Priming Mode ends (and the spa is in Ready Mode), the Heater Pump will start, yet
the water temperature will not appear until the water temperature is recognized by the system. If
the water is below the Set Temperature, the heater will start.
Basic Operation
The Set Temperature is changed by navigating to the left while on the Main Screen. Once the
Set Temperature is highlighted, adjust the temperature using the Up and Down Buttons. (The Set
Temperature and the actual water temperature are often different.) Press-and-hold for faster adjustment. The new Set Temperature is programmed immediately and the spa will now heat to the new
Set Temperature.
Programming
Refer to the TP900/800 User Guide (40985) for detailed operation, programming and message
instructions.
Navigating the deeper menu structure is done by selecting one of the items on the right side of
the Main Screen. Selecting “Settings” will allow access to a variety of programming functions.
Depending on the screen displayed, waiting between 10 and 30 seconds will allow the panel to
return to normal operation and a display of spa status.
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Filtration
The system is factory-programmed with one filter cycle
(Be sure to set the time-of-day properly). The filter time and duration
are programmable. Refer to the TP900/800 User Guide (40985) for
detailed instructions. A second filter cycle can be enabled as needed.

102 F
Set: 104 F
8:32 PM
Ozone
Filter 1

High Range
Spa
Shortcuts
Settings

Ready in Rest Mode
Heating

Dual Temperature Ranges
This system incorporates two temperature range settings with independent set temperatures. The High Range can be set between 80°F and 104°F.
The Low Range can be set between 50°F and 99°F. Low Range may be economical
during non-use periods. See “Settings” on the Main Screen. Restricted temperature
ranges may determined by the manufacturer.

Ready and Rest Modes
If the filtration pump is a 2-Speed Pump 1, Ready Mode will circulate water every 1/2 hour, using
Pump 1 Low, in order to maintain a constant water temperature, heat as needed, and refresh the
temperature display. This is known as “polling.”
Rest Mode will only allow heating during programmed filter cycles. Since polling does not
occur, the temperature display may not show a current temperature until the filtration pump has
been running for a minute or two. Ready in Rest Mode may appear when Jets 1 is activated.
Note: After 3-5 minutes the display will automatically go into sleep mode, which turns the
display off. This is normal operation. Press any button on the screen to wake the panel up.
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5. Water maintenance
It is important to have clear and disinfected water. Water balance and water maintenance are the
most important parts of your spa that you should check regularly. Your dealer can advise you about
a water maintenance program that meets your demands.
The basics consist of 3 parts;
1. Filtration
2. Hygienic cleaning
3. Chemical balance
To maintain the optimal purity of your spa water, the filtration is set once and carried out by the
control system. Cleaning the filter cartridge on a regular basis is necessary (view Chapter 6 filter
maintenance).
The hygienic cleaning is essential for the health and wellbeing of all visitors of your spa. It is your
responsibility to check regularly and keep a desirable level. The hygienic cleaning checks the
bacteria and viruses in the water, or that got into the spa by using it. There are several methods to
apply a hygienic cleaning: Ozon, Nature2 or conventional methods with cleaning chemicals. Your
Passion Spa dealer would have informed you about a fitting hygienic cleaning method.
The Chemical balance and PH-check are essential for the total balance of your water. A good
balance determines the effectiveness of the hygienic cleaning, if it can develop its highest efficacy,
minimises the formation of deposits and increases the general durability of your spa. It is important
to check and treat your water regularly and it is recommended to let a Passion Spas dealer analyse
your water on a regular basis.
Be careful when using chemicals. Read the labels thoroughly and follow their instructions precisely.
Although these chemicals protect you and your spa when used correctly, they can be very dangerous for you and your spa in their concentrated form.
The following guidelines:
• Keep all chemicals away from children.
• Only let responsible persons carry out your spa maintenance.
• Leave chemical package closed when they are not being used, treat with care and store in a
cool, dry, sufficiently ventilated place. Attention: preferably an air-tight box, since chlorine causes
oxidation (rust) to other materials in the same room. Do not use the equipment compartments of
your spa as a storage space.
• Measure the exact indicated quantities, do not overdose.
• Do not breathe in any vapours and avoid contact with the eyes, nose and mouth.
• Consult a physician immediately after being in contact or swallowing of chemicals.
• Do not smoke near the chemicals and do not use a vacuum cleaner to suck up spills
(some chemicals are flammable).
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The maintenance of the water is very important with regards to the preservation of your spa,
but even more importantly: your wellbeing. The water balance is dependent on six factors.
1. Alkalinity
Test the alkalinity and keep the values between 80 PPM and 140 PPM. Use PH- when the
values are under 80 PPM. Use the Total Alkalinity Control (TA+) if the values are under 80PPM.
Read the instructions before use.
2. PH values
Test the PH every day and keep it balanced if necessary. When the PH is higher than 7.8, use PH-.
When the PH is below 7.2, use PH+. Thoroughly read the instructions on the package.
A PH balance that is too low could cause irritation to the eyes and damage to the spa.
3. Lime content of the water (Calcium)
A low lime content of the water could corrode parts of the spa. A high lime content could damage
spa parts, such as the tub, jets or heating elements.
4. Temperature
The temperature of the water should never be higher than 40°C.
5. Chloride
The chlorine content needs to be at least 0,5 and 1 PPM at most. Read the instructions before use.
Attention: Do not use Trichloro, the warranty becomes invalid when using it.
6. Dissolved substances
The total of dissolved substances should not be more than 1500 PPM.
The filter needs to be cleaned once a week. Lastly, a visual check is important. The water should
always be crystal clear, without dirty edges on the sides and it should not smell.
When using the Aquafinesse program, which we heartily recommend, these instructions expire. We
recommend Aquafinesse, because it requires only a few chemicals and is an easy way to maintain
the water in a satisfactory manner.
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AQUAFINESSE MANUAL
Important before filling up the spa:
- Before filling it up, rinse the hose thoroughly.
- Always fill the spa with drinking water.
- When filling it up for the first time, add two teaspoons of granulate.
The weekly water maintenance program:
Choose a fixed day to carry out the water maintenance.
1. Add the recommended amount of AquaFinesse into your spa.
Divide the number of liters water in your spa by 6 to calculate the correct number of milliliters.
For the number of liters water in your spa, see the back page.
2. Rinse the filter (for example: with a garden hose).
3. Place the tablet in the holder.
What to do when the water is not crystal clear?
Do not wait until the water is murky.
• Add a small teaspoon of 60 Granulate to the skimmer.
Repeat this every day until the water is crystal clear again.
• Let the filter program filter longer, on FLC (= continuous filtering) if necessary.
• View the control panel instructions
• When the water is clear again, gradually set the filter program lower each day
until the desired time per 12 hour is reached.
• Change the water after 3 months and clean the filter(s) with filter cleaner.
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SALT SYSTEM MANUAL
IMPORTANT: Make sure to put the saltsystem control on ‘0’, every time before draining the spa
water
Required materials:
- Salt TRU-BLU.
- Test strips sodium bromide.
- Test strips aquachek total bromine.
- PH- PH+
Fill up the spa with water and add the indicated amount of salt. To calculate the right amount of
salt in gram for your spa, you can multiply the liters in your spa with 1.4. For the number of liters
in your spa, see the back page.
Go through the normal start up procedure of the spa. Switch on the jet at a high speed.
Add TRU-BLU to the water with a dosage of 2 grams per litre. Apply evenly to the water.
Leave the jet on for 15 minutes at a high speed.
Test the amount of salt in the water by using GENESIS SODIUM BROMIDE test strips. The ideal
values are between 7,8 and 8,0. Carry out this test once every two months.
This test is carried out as follows:
• Take a cup, fill it with approximately 2,5 cm of water from the spa.
• Take a sodium bromide test strip and put it in the cup with the yellow edge pointing upwards.
• Wait until the yellow edge turns black and read the values. The ideal values are between 7,8 -8.
• By adding one lid full of TRU-BLU, the sodium bromide values will increase about 0,4.
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How to use your Aquacheck Test Strips:
							
1.
							
2.
							3.
							
							
(1)
							
(2)
							
(3)
							
(4)

Dip the strip into the water and take it out again
Hold the strip horizontally for 15 seconds
Compare the colours
The ideal values: between 100 and 500			
The ideal values: between 2 and 3
The ideal values: between 80 and 140
The ideal values: between 7,0 and 7,5

Lime content tests, Alkalinity, PH and Bromide
• Test the total lime content of the water. If the value is under 100, add calcium Booster,
see number (1). Read the instructions before use.
• Test the alkalinity of the water. The ideal alkalinity is between the values 80 PPM and 140 PPM,
see number (3). If the value is above 140 PPM, use PH-. If the value is below 80 PPM, use Total
Alkalinity Control (TA=) (contact your dealer). Read the instructions before use.
• Test the total lime content of the water. The ideal PH-value is between 7.0 and 7.5, see
number (4). If the PH of the water is under 7.0, use PH+. If the PH of the water is more than 7.5,
use PH-. Thoroughly read the instructions on the package. An incorrect PH balance could cause
irritation to the eyes and damage to the spa.
• When using the spa intensively we advise you to use the Boost button.
This will temporarily release extra Bromine to keep the water crystal clear.
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Setting the Salt System
The display panel of the system can be read if jet 1 is at a low speed. Set the filter period to 6
hours per 12 hours (for the Economy-Line, it is always set to 5 hours per 12 hours).
Twist the push-button of the salt system to the right to level 10 (for the Prestige Lounge and Tornado to level 7). The display panel shows “+” or “-“, this normally means that the machine is cleaning
itself.
Test the free bromine value after about 72 hour, see number (2), with the Aquacheck total bromine
test strips. If the value is more than 3 ppm, bring back the filter period to 4 hours per 12 hours.
Retest after 72 hours. If the value is above 2-3 ppm, twist the push-button back one level. (now 9).
Subsequently, test every 3 days and turn the push-button back one level each time per 72 hours
until the ideal value of 2-3 ppm is reached.
If the free bromide value remains under 2 ppm, keep the level at 10 and lengthen the filter period to
8 hours per 12 hours or continuous filtration.
After the ideal value of 2-3 ppm is reached, clean the filter once a week and test the water with the
Aquacheck test strips.
Refresh the spa’s water at least once every year. Tip: Shower before using the spa.
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1)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What to do when the total free bromine is too low?
Use the push-button of the salt system to set the salt system to level 10.
Set the filter time to continuous.
If the total free bromide value is more than 2-3 ppm after 72 hours, lower the filter time (Fil 8),
so filter 8 hours per 12 hours.
If the total free bromide value is more than 2-3 ppm after 72 hours, lower the filter time (Fil 6),
so filter 6 hours per 12 hours.
If the total free bromide value is more than 2-3 ppm after 72 hours, lower the filter time (Fil 4),
so filter 4 hours per 12 hours.
If the total free bromide value is more than 2-3 ppm after 72 hours, twist the push-button of the
salt system back 1 level (from 10 to 9).
Subsequently repeat the testing every 72 hours and try to find a level for which the bromidevalue is not lower than 2 ppm and not higher than 3 ppm.

2) What to do when the total free bromine is too high?
• Lower the filter time 2 hours to 23 hours (to minimally 4 hours per 12 hours).
• If the value is still too high after 72 hours, continue to lower the filter time with 2 hours
per 12 hours.
• Repeat this every 72 hours until the filter level is minimally 4 hours per 12 hours.
• If the value is still too high after 72 hours, twist the rotary knob back 1 level.
• Repeat this every 72 hours until a level is found for which the bromide-value is
not lower than 2 PPM and not higher than 3 PPM.
3)
•
•
•

What to do when the PH-value is too low?
Use PH+ if the value is below 7.0.
Thoroughly read the instructions on the package.
A PH balance that is too low could cause irritation to the eyes and damage to the spa.

4)
•
•
•

What to do when the PH-value is too high?
Use PH- if the PH value is more than 7.5.
Thoroughly read the instructions on the package.
A PH balance that is too low could cause irritation to the eyes and the bromide to stop working.

5)
•
•
•

What to do when the alkalinity is too low?
Use Total Alkalinity Control (TA+), if the alkalinity is below 80 PPM.
Contact your dealer first.
Read the instructions before use.
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6) What to do when the alkalinity is too high?
• Use PH- if the alkalinity is higher than 140 PPM.
• Read the instructions before use.
7) What to do when the total lime content of the water is too low?
• Use Calcium Booster if the total lime content of the water is lower than 100.
• Read the instructions before use.
Troubleshooting
Problem
Green water

Cause
PH-value could be too low

Solution
Check the PH-value and the alkalinity-value

Algae

Check all 4 values with the
Aquacheck Test strips

Yellow water

Bromide-value is probably too
high

Check all 4 values with the
Aquacheck Test strips for a solution to a bromide-value that is too
high

Foggy water

PH-value is too high and/or the
Bromide-value is too low

Check all 4 values with the
Aquacheck Test strips

Smelly water

PH-value is too high and/or the
Bromide-value is too low

Aquacheck Test strips

Foamy water

PH-value is too high and/or the
Bromide-value is too low

Check all 4 values with the
Aquacheck Test strips

Soap residue in the water

Rinse swimming gear thoroughly
without soap

Hair gel or lotion in the water

Shower thoroughly before using
the spa

Slippery inside the Spa

PH-value is too high and/or the
Bromide-value is too low

Check all 4 values with the
Aquacheck Test strips

Irritated eyes

PH-value is too high and/or the
Bromide-value is too low

Check all 4 values with the
Aquacheck Test strips
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6. Filter maintenance
Your filter system is vital for the quality of your spa water. Polluted or worn filters do no longer hold
the capacity to filter correctly and therefore put pressure on the jet engine of your spa; this could
even shorten the lifespan of the machine.
A spa filter cartridge consists of polyester micro pores folded filter material, which was designed to
filter the tiniest impurities from the water (for removing the filter). Passion spas Filters have a surface of 4.65 m2 of filter material (depending on the content of the spa, two filters are used that are
especially designed for a maximum range to catch floating particles in the water).
It is recommended to clean the spa filter cartridge every week (or more often if the spa is used
intensively). Use a garden hose and aim the stream of water at a 45°angle to the ground. Check
if the dirt comes off when you rinse every fold of the filter. The filter cartridge should at least be
cleaned with a garden hose and then soaked in a cleaning solution for 24 hours, according to the
instructions, at least every 2 to 4 months.
It is recommended to have a set of extra filters at hand so that you can use your spa during the
soaking process of the filters. This will result in a longer lifespan of the filters. If you are using the
filter rotation system, let the filters dry so that they can be switched immediately the next time the
filters are cleaned.
Do not
• Use a brush to clean the filter.
• Use washing liquid or all-purpose cleaner for soaking the filters.
This will result in a lot of foam in your spa.
• Use a hydro-blaster to clean the filter cartridges, the high water pressure will damage
the materials.
• Use hydrochloric to soak or clean the filters. The acid will shorten the lifespan of the filter
and is a health hazard.
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7. Spa cover
Your spa is equipped with a vinyl, closable hard cover. All kinds of vinyl, also the high quality type
that Passion Spas uses, is sensitive to UV radiation. Direct sunlight and mould could damage the
cover. Maintenance of the cover is part of the regular maintenance program.
Follow the following steps:
• Rinse the cover with cold water from a garden hose.
• Apply a mild, non-foaming cleaning product and wipe clean.
• When the cover is very dirty, a sponge for washing a car could be used.
• Rinse thoroughly with water again and let the cover dry.
• Do not use washing liquid, scrub cleaner, products that contain alcohol, mild or strong
all-purpose cleaners. These could damage the top coat of the vinyl. Your Passion Spas dealer
sells a vinyl protection agent that can be used.
Avoid products that contain oil, petroleum, or petroleum distillate, or are greasy or leave a
coating-like dried wax. Do not use products that are marked as “FLAMMABLE” or “HIGHLY
FLAMMABLE” on your hard cover.
• After cleaning and drying, apply a thin layer of vinyl protection agent on the top and the sides
of the cover (read the instruction on the package before use).
• Spread the agent evenly with a slightly moist rag or sponge.
• Repeat the procedure on the bottom side of the cover. This will stop it from moulding.
Cover lifters will prolong the lifespan of your cover. Contact the manufacturer of the spa covers for
instructions about attaching the cover.
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8. Spa Maintenance
Depending on the use of the spa, it needs to be drained regularly, every 2 to 4 months. This is necessary, because the amount of dissolved solids is getting too high, which makes it hard to maintain
the water balance and disrupts the hygienic cleaning effect.
Follow the following steps to drain your spa:
• Turn the power off
• Remove the cover.
• Remove the drain valve cap and attach the hose connector.
Because the water drains with gravity, the process could take several hours. Check if the water is
flowing into the drain. If you prefer to let the water flow into the garden or anywhere else, we recommend that you do not treat the water during the days before that so that the area is not affected by
chemicals.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Remove the hose connector when the spa is empty and place the cap back on the drain valve.
Use a cloth or sponge to remove the excess water
Remove all the dirt and sand that may be in your spa.
Check the acrylic layer.
Remove the filter cartridge and let it soak in the recommended solution for a night.
Clean the cover and treat it with the recommended product.

Cleaning the acrylic layer
Your Passion Spa is made from the highest possible quality of acrylic. A simple, regular maintenance procedure is necessary to guarantee the finish to last for years. Although the acrylic layer is
easy to clean, and there are usually no dirt or stains stuck to it, it is advisable to clean the surface
with a non-scrub cleaner (for example: denatured alcohol ) and a soft cloth or sponge. Do this after
use or during the normal maintenance program. Contact your Passion Spas dealer about stains
that are hard to remove. They can advise you regarding acrylic surface cleaners.
Scratches could possibly appear on the surface. The most popular method to remove scratches
is to use sandpaper 1200 dry/wet lightly in a rotating manner. After this, rub the surface with a car
cleaner product or a similar product. Before using this method, we strongly advise you to contact
your Passion Spas dealer. Do not leave the acrylic tub in the sunlight for too long.
This will have a negative effect on the surface and could possibly make the warranty invalid. Always
use the cover on the spa, even when there is no water in it. Avoid getting dirt and sand in your spa
by simply putting a mat on the floor or placing a foot bath in front of the spa’s entrance. This will
help keeping the acrylic layer and jets intact.
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Underwater lighting
Your spa is equipped with underwater lighting. The light is completely safe and operates at 12 Volt.
The coloured lenses are replaceable and can be changed under the water. The light itself can be
changed from within the cabinet and can be bought from your dealer.
Cushions
Depending on the type of spa you own, you may also have cushions. These head cushions provide
comfort during the use of the spa and do not need a lot of maintenance. They are affixed with little
knobs. To remove the cushions, place two fingers behind the cushion like a fork, move along the
knobs to remove these. Never pull the actual cushions. Clean the head rests with a wet cloth or
sponge. When you maintain your spa correctly and keep up the right chemical balance, the cushions should last for years.
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9. Frost protection
If the spa is being transported or stored at temperatures below zero, it is important to
protect it from frost.
•
•
•
•

Empty the spa completely.
Remove the valve’s safety cap and store with care.
Put something between the valve to drain the water so that it remains opened.
Loosen all water pipes that are connected to the water pumps with three turns so that
the water can drain out.
• Remove the filter cartridge and store in a dry place.
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10. Electricity supply
Consult your electrician for advice concerning all national regulations/rules for connecting your spa.
Your Passion spa is designed in a manner that answers to all local standard regulations. The warranty becomes invalid when the spa is connected to a faulty power network / source. Moreover,
this is dangerous to your own health as well as that of others (amongst others, the power source is
allowed to deviate 10%, this means that for 230 Volt it is allowed to be between 207 and 253 Volt).
There should be no plugs / sockets, switches, light fixtures, etc. in the direct surroundings of the
spa, unless it is approved by an electrician to be in accordance with the national regulations/rules.
Passion Spas is not responsible for connecting the power or other national regulations/rules/demands. Not meeting any of the regulations/rules/demands will therefore make all warranties invalid.
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11. Fencing / separation
In some countries it is mandatory to set up a fence around your spa against the danger of children
drowning. Inform yourself about the possible national regulations/rules/demands that apply in this
case.
Passion spas cannot be held liable or responsible for persons who do not meet national regulations/
rules/demands concerning the installation of the spa. Not meeting regulations/rules/demands will
therefore make all warranties invalid.
Copyrights De Passion
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12. Troubleshooting
The spa does not switch on
- Is it plugged in?
- Is the fuse still in?
If so, is earth switched ‘on’? Consult an electrician or your Passion Spas dealer if the fuse/earth
comes off several times.
The jet produces a sound, but does not build up pressure
Does the water at least reach the middle of the skimmer (water level)?
If not, fill the spa up with some more water. It is possible that an air bubble was created in the system
when filling up the spa. Press ‘on’ and ‘off’ on the same jet a couple of times and/or let some of the
water/air escape by draining the spa.
The spa produces a slurping sound
The water probably does not reach up halfway to the skimmer. Add water until the water level is
reached.
The water pressure switches from heavy to light
The water probably does not reach up halfway to the skimmer. Add water until the water level is
reached.
It is more difficult to keep the water clean than before
- Read the chapter on Water Maintenance thoroughly.
- The total of dissolved substances is more than 1500 ppm. Change the water.
- The ozonator could be broken.
The best way to check this is in the dark. Remove the panel and look for a cylindrical-shaped black
apparatus, with a diameter of 6 cm and a length of 25 cm. If it glows, the ozonator is still working.
Consult your dealer when it does not glow.
The spa does not turn off
The spa is in the middle of heating or filtering, it cannot be switched off then.
The blower sometimes suddenly turns on by itself, then it stops after a while.
A certain program of the spa initiates this process. It prevents bacteria from growing if the water is
stagnant for too long.
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The spa does not get warmer
- The spa may not be set properly. Set the desired spa temperature.
Perhaps the spa needs more time. The spa warms up about half a degree per hour.
- The air controls are opened. The spa needs more time to warm up in this manner.
Close the air controls.
- The Mode button is set to SLP = Sleep. The tub does not heat up on this ‘vacation setting’.
See display instructions.
- The Mode button is on ECO = Economy. The tub only heats up in the filter period in this setting.
See display instructions.
Water is too hot
The temperature may not be set properly. Set the desired spa temperature.
The temperature sensor is no longer in the correct spot or is broken. Consult the dealer.
No water is coming from the jet
- The jet is set to close. Open the het by turning it to the right.
- The jet is not applied correctly. Turn the jet to remove it, then reapply it.
Water leak
- Too much water was added to the spa. Let some water drain from the spa.
- This is condensation. Pay attention when removing the cover.
- A pipe or connection is leaking. Contact your dealer
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NUMBER OF LITERS OF EACH TYPE OF SPA
Dream 7
Renew
Refresh
Relax
Repose
Bliss
Pleasure
Solace
Joy
Admire
Desire
Sensation
Felicity
Euphoria
Ecstatic
Theater Spa
Serene

950
900
1200
1200
1400
450
1300
1400
1600
1650
1850
900
1500
1300
1750
5000
1600

Aquatic 1
Aquatic 2
Aquatic 3 (deep)
Exercise
Fitness 1 (deep)
Fitness 2 (deep)
Spirit (deep)
Energy (deep)
Tenerife
Mallorca
Corsica
Oxford
Sunny
Bright
Arizona
Heart
Malta
Coventry

Meervelderweg 52
3888 NK UDDEL
Tel.: +31 (0) 577- 45 60 40
www.passionspas.com
info@passionspas.com

7500
11500
9500 (11500)
2200
7500 (9500)
10000 (12500)
8500 (10500)
11500 (14000)
850
1000
1550
900
1600
1600
1200
800
850
700

